INTRODUCTION
This report describes a computer program that plots latitudes and longitudes about any fictitious polar system onto standard Mercator grids of geographic latitudes and longitudes.
The principle of this program Is shown schematically
In Figures 1 and 2 . Figure 1A shows the geographic latitude and longitude system for one-half of the earth, 0° to 180°
longitude. Figure 5.
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
Consider chat the axis of the cylinder tangent to the sphere of radius R points in the direction of the unit vector
where 0 is the polar angle of the axis and (() is the azimuth P p
angle.
Here the z-axis is the earth's axis passing through the poles. 
Thus from equation (3) and (4) 
So similar to equation (6), the position vector of intersect ion is : If equation (11) is dotted in turn by 1, j, k, with the ^ % % use of equation (2), we obtain the following: R SIN 9 COS <b ' SIN ü (R COS * COS 0 COS 4 P P -R SIN * SIN 4) + Z SIN 6 COS 4 ) P P P
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Thus from equation (12) To generate the maps of the fictitious longitudes put * -* into (15) where * is varied over the fictitious merl-P P d 1 a n s .
Then from equation (14) 14.
Dimensions
The 
